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About This Game

A nostalgic RPG experience, Chaos Drift features a 20+ hour soul-gripping storyline complete with moments that will make
you belly-laugh and others that will make you cry. Complete with a customizable stat system, a socket-based skill system,

hidden bosses, unique treasures, and unforgettable characters, Chaos Drift is an RPG that will make you think of old favorites
such as Final Fantasy 6 or Chrono Trigger. As you trek through the past, present, and future to stop Chaos from overtaking the
timeline, you will encounter mysteries that cause your characters to come face to face with dark truths that will shape each of

their realities.
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I don't usually write a review, most of the times due to my somewhat bad English. But will try on this one nevertheless.
It's one of the classic-style RPGs that bear resemblances to old games on SNES, PSX, etc etc platform. The gameplay itself is
quite nostalgic, followed by an intriguing storyline. Long story short, here's the good(s) and bad(s):

The good things consist of:
-Classic RPG, simple gameplay
-Chaos orbs system, which is kinda new to me, similar to equipments; complex yet neat ways to build the characters in your
party
-No fixation on the composition of your party
-Great and unique storyline
-Challenging(?)

Now onto the bad things:
-On rare occasions, crash at random encounters
-Despite the great storyline, few of the characters' stories lack in-depth details
-Challenging(?). Great little gem of a game. I'm not quite finished but I think I'm almost there at 25 hours played.

Reminds me of snes era rpgs, with combat similar to FF6 but enhanced with a limit break type resource that accumulates as you
either take or deal damage.

Full of little secrets, side quests and mini games.

Fairly open with how you "build" each character with a stat enhancing system for leveling up. Some characters are clearly suited
to certain roles but you can always hybrid them, like making a tanky sword wielding healer.

Final thought: This game is suprisingly well made, it feels 'complete' if that makes sense. Lots of effort went into this game,
worth the low price.. DAMMIT ALL!!!!! This game is fantastic! I've gotten all the way to the big section that opens up in every
rpg right before the final boss. The problem HERE, is that normally I wouldn't review until I got to that point. The problem is
that I received a death sentence game wise for this game a few minutes ago. RGSS3 player has stopped working!
GAHHHHHH!!!! I HATE THIS ERROR! If this occurs during an RPGmaker game that in essence means its impossible to
complete since that error occurs more frequently the more often you play said game.
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